
 
 

25th August 2020 
  

IOA Mapping Officer Report 
  
Summary 
  
The following report summarises developments since the last AGM. Please note that it covers              
developments up to the original AGM date in May. 
  
New Map Registration System 
 
During the year the Map Registration System was overhauled and placed on the IOA webpage.               
The new page is available at https://www.orienteering.ie/mapping/show_map_register.php. It is         
also accessible through the usual mapping section of the orienteering website. 
 
All registered and pending maps, past, present and future, are now shown online. The new               
system greatly assists in registering new maps with updates taking place in almost-’real time’. It               
allows users to see at a glance what areas are available which will be of particular benefit to                  
schools and non-regular orienteers. 
 
Further updates are planned including a direct link with the new Event Registration System,              
addition of club contact details and highlighting of upcoming events. 
 
DIY Orienteering 
 
During the Covid-19 lockdown in April, the DIY Orienteering page was developed. It is available               
at https://www.orienteering.ie/fixture/diy-orienteering/ and brings together the existing POCs,        
MapRunF courses and virtual courses. The aim is to provide a one-stop-shop whereby             
orienteers can look for a suitable course near them, run in their own time and challenge others                 
through a leaderboard. I hope this will continue to be used by regular orienteers on training runs                 
and also by newcomers looking for a low pressure introduction. Some further development is              
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required; in particular I would like to try to use the system to encourage beginners to attend real                  
events. 
 
Map Registrations 
 
256 maps have been registered since the last AGM. Many of these are re-registrations following               
my letter to clubs in December 2019 but it is great to see the large number of new areas being                    
mapped. As a reminder, all map registrations were revoked in December 2019 unless the map               
had been used for a registered event within the last five years. I would like to thank all clubs                   
who engaged with this process. The Map Register is looking a lot healthier! I have yet to hear                  
from a number of clubs and I, or my successor, will be in touch in due course. Please note that                    
not all updates are visible online yet but if you have a query please get in touch. 
 
Mapping Grants 
 
During the year LIDAR grants have been provided to AJAX, KerryO and GEN. I would like to                 
encourage all clubs to apply for funding as we need to increase our stock of championship                
quality maps. 
 
In addition, the IOA must apply for new capital grants to cover LIDAR, technology and labour                
costs for future large-scale competition-grade mapping projects. If you could assist in any way              
or if you could suggest suitable areas, please get in touch. Without further grant money the cost                 
of these projects will become prohibitive. 
 
Training 
 
Some progress has been made on developing a syllabus for a basic Introduction to Mapping               
Course. I would like to thank Eoin Browne, Kevin O’Callaghan and Tony Cotter in particular for                
their input, along with the many others! A good bit of further work is needed but I would hope                   
that a course could be run in the Autumn, Covid-19 permitting. 
 
Three Year Plan 
 
Last September I circulated an email to clubs asking what they saw their requirements being               
over the next three years. Mapping training, technology and the requirement for high-quality             
maps to train on were common responses. The technology aspect in particular is something              



which would involve a very large capital outlay. Again I’d like to thank all clubs who engaged in                  
this process. 
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